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SCRIPT SAMPLE

CAST OF CHARACTERS
AGENT KATE TAYLOR, a highly trained CIA operative
PEARL, a struggling performer
DEPUTY DIRECTOR BRACKET, a grizzled CIA veteran
JONES, a tech guru
FATS MARIO, an international drug lord

CASTING NOTES
All cast members are intended to be female, with the exception of Fats Mario.
The actor playing Fats Mario is intended to double as the narrator.
The actress playing Jones is intended to double as all other miscellaneous roles, including
the casting agent, Tony, Nikolai, waiter, guard, etc.

PRODUCTION NOTES
All settings should be minimal with no blackouts between scenes.

SCRIPT SAMPLE

1.
SCENE ONE
Three junior CIA agents training at an undisclosed
facility. Among them is KATE TAYLOR, athletic,
academic, and determined.
SONG: “WHATEVER IS NEEDED”
NARRATOR (O.S.)
Before one becomes a special operations CIA agent, one must first
complete a rigorous eight month training camp at an undisclosed
location referred to only as The Farm. This is where young officers
learn all things clandestine; how to trail a suspect at a foreign embassy
cocktail party, bug their phone, and, if necessary, drown them in the
bathroom sink. It's not for everyone. Only 16% of applicants are
admitted to The Farm and of those only a third make it through the
program successfully. Those who do are known simply as True
Recruits. This is the story of one.
TAYLOR
FROM OUR EARLIEST DAYS AS EAGER NEW RECRUITS
ON OUR BASE HERE IN
CENSOR (O.S.)
REDACTED
TAYLOR
WE WERE TAUGHT BY INSTRUCTOR...
CENSOR (O.S.)
REDACTED
TAYLOR
TO ALWAYS...
CENSOR (O.S)
REDACTED
TAYLOR
...AND WE DID
FOR...
CENSOR (O.S)
REDACTED
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2.
TAYLOR
...YEARS WE’VE BEEN TRAINING
ACED OUR CLASSES IN
CENSOR
REDACTED
TAYLOR
AND
CENSOR
REDACTED
TAYLOR
NOW WE’RE CALM AND STEADY
MATURE AND READY
TO GET OUT IN THE FIELD AND DO
WHATEVER IS NEEDED
WHATEVER THE COST
WHEN ALL ELSE HAS FAILED
WHEN ALL HOPE SEEMS LOST
WE RIDE TO THE RESCUE
FEARLESS
BRAVE AND TRUE
WHATEVER IS NEEDED
RECRUIT 1
NO VILLAIN TOO DEVILISH
RECRUIT 2
NO MISSION TOO STRANGE
RECRUIT 1 & 2
OR DANGEROUS
RECRUIT 3
WHATEVER IS NEEDED
ALL
WE DO
WE’RE PRIVILEGED TO FIGHT
WE’RE HONORED TO SERVE
GIVE US A CHALLENGE
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3.
TAYLOR
THROW US A CURVE
ALL
WHATEVER IS NEEDED
WHATEVER AT ALL
WE LEAP TO OUR FEET
AND ANSWER THE CALL
RECRUIT 1
FOR HONOR
RECRUIT 2
FOR JUSTICE
TAYLOR
AND FOR THE
USA
ALL
WHATEVER IS NEEDED
RECRUIT 1
SAY “GO” AND WE’RE OUT THE DOOR
RECRUIT 2
NO ORDER TOO CRAZY
ALL
NOT EVEN
CENSOR (O.S)
REDACTED
ALL
‘CAUSE ONCE WE HAVE A JOB WE FOLLOW THROUGH
RECRUIT 3
NO MATTER HOW HARD
OR ARDUOUS
RECRUIT 1
PECULIAR, ABSURD
OR BURDENSOME
RECRUIT 2
BAZONKED IN THE HEAD
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4.
TAYLOR
OR DEAD INSANE
RECRUITS
WHATEVER IS NEEDED
RECRUIT 2
I DO
RECRUIT 1
I DO.
TAYLOR
I DO.
RECRUITS
WE DO.
(DEPUTY DIRECTOR BRACKETT enters. She
is gruff and direct. Other agents disperse)
BRACKETT
Agent Taylor. A word, please.
TAYLOR
Deputy Director Brackett. How are you?
BRACKETT
I can neither confirm nor deny that I am very well indeed.
TAYLOR
Ha. That's a good one.
BRACKETT
That wasn't a joke. Let's take a walk, Taylor. Follow me. Act natural.
Arms at your sides. Act as if this is just any other conversation on any
other day. Because for most people in this world it is: joggers jogging,
strollers strolling, beggars...begging. Millions of civilians tending to
the daily demands of their simple little lives, completely unaware of
the endless calamities that you and I actively prevent. And that's just
the way we like it.
TAYLOR
Yes, ma'am.
BRACKETT
I've heard good things about you and your time on The Farm, Taylor.
Very good things.
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TAYLOR
I'm flattered.
BRACKETT
According to reports you run a five minute mile, are fluent in four
languages, and can hack a firewall from a flip phone.
TAYLOR
I work very hard at my craft, Deputy Director Brackett. This job
means everything to me.
BRACKETT
My God that's good to hear. So what's next for you?
TAYLOR
Special Ops in Istanbul. At least I hope so. I’ve applied for the
preliminary rounds of Operation Thunderbolt.
BRACKETT
Operation Thunderbolt?
TAYLOR
Yes, ma’am. With Commander O'Brian.
BRACKETT
That's a negative, Taylor. You must not have heard. Thunderbolt has
been pre-assigned.
TAYLOR
Pre-assigned?
BRACKETT
Mission crew ships out this morning.
TAYLOR
But I've been doing helicopter jumps for the last three weeks in
preparation.
BRACKETT
What do you want me to tell you? O’Brian chose the recruits himself
based on peer recommendations. He needs a close-knit crew for
Thunderbolt. Are you close with many of your classmates?
TAYLOR
...I didn’t come to The Farm to make friends.
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BRACKETT
Damn shame. You graduated top of your class at The Farm and are the
only one without an immediate mission. All because you didn’t reach
out more. Tragic.
TAYLOR
Yes, ma’am.
BRACKETT
Well. What if I had an alternate assignment for you? Code Orange.
Risk level...delta.
TAYLOR
Delta risk?
BRACKETT
I'd almost say double delta, Taylor.
TAYLOR
You have my full attention.
BRACKETT
Good. Take this.
TAYLOR
Is this an iPod shuffle?
BRACKETT
Precisely. We're now exchanging sensitive information exclusively
through iPod shuffles.
TAYLOR
What if somebody else listens to the shuffle?
BRACKETT
Ha. Now that's unlikely. Pocket it for now, but when you get back to
your bunk give it a listen. It has a full profile on Fats Mario---a
notorious international gangster and smuggler of every vice known to
man. You name it. Blue Magic, Pop Shots, Mollys, Pollys, even
Cuban Crack.
TAYLOR
I see.
BRACKETT
His birthday is next week at the Rialto Resort in Monte Carlo. All the
major mobsters, international drug lords, and general glitterati of the
Mario family will be there. And so will you.
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TAYLOR
I see. Hence the delta risk.
BRACKETT
Precisely.
TAYLOR
Well, my Italian needs a little brushing up, but with a week I should
be able to pass as a cousin or distant relative. What's the sting once I'm
in?
BRACKETT
Well, slow down a minute, Taylor. Your cover won't be as a family
member. Security will be much too tight for that.
TAYLOR
A waitress of some sort then?
BRACKETT
No, unfortunately. They’ll be using their own personal wait staff.
TAYLOR
So what's the strategy?
BRACKETT
(heavy sigh)
I don't know how to say this, Taylor, but...well, we saw in your file
that you were a member of the Gilbert and Sullivan Society at Johns
Hopkins.
TAYLOR
Yes. Briefly.
BRACKETT
Uh huh. And were you or were you not Marian the librarian spring of
your final semester there?
TAYLOR
I...I was.
BRACKETT
Yes. We've obtained video of your performance. Your rendition of
“My White Knight” was stupendous.
TAYLOR
Thank you. But...how is this relevant?
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BRACKETT
I wish it wasn't. But apparently Fats Mario has a bit of a taste for
cabaret girls and I don't mean that in a dirty way. He legitimately
enjoys the singing, dancing, and general showmanship of cabaretstyle performance.
TAYLOR
...oh God.
BRACKETT
He enjoys it so much that his brother, Tony, has arranged for two
girls to pop out of a cake and sing a few numbers. His brother, not
knowing much about the style, has hired a casting director to secure
the proper talent. Auditions are...I'm sorry to say... tomorrow. We'll
need you to go in.
TAYLOR
I'm...with respect, ma'am, I have not trained for this level of-BRACKETT
We realize that. But we vetted all our files and the only thing
comparable was a second year agent who played Tzeitel in a
community theatre production of Fiddler on the Roof.
TAYLOR
Tzeitel is a very demanding role.
BRACKETT
It's no Marian the librarian. Other than sing “Matchmaker” and run off
with the tailor, what does she do? Meanwhile, Marian Paroo is the
very backbone of The Music Man.
TAYLOR
It was just an undergrad production at Johns Hopkins.
BRACKETT
(Disgusted)
Give yourself some goddamn credit, Taylor.
TAYLOR
I can't believe we're even having this conversation. I graduated Phi
Beta Kappa with a thesis in overthrowing authoritarian regimes.
BRACKETT
It is what it is. Take it or leave it.
TAYLOR
You said two girls pop out of a cake. Who else is on this?
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BRACKETT
That's the good news. We've paired you with one of the best agents
working today. Jill Robinson. She's carried out similar missions
before and can show you how it's done.
TAYLOR
When can I rendezvous with her and prep? We'll need to get started
right away.
BRACKETT
Unfortunately she's flying in from assignment in Bogotá, so you'll
need to prep on your own. She should be finishing that assignment
promptly and will meet you at the audition tomorrow. There's an
identification protocol you'll need to follow.
TAYLOR
Okay.
BRACKETT
Listen carefully. She'll be drinking a smoothie from Juice Generation
and stretching out on the floor. You will approach her and say “Don't I
know you from the Pippin tour?”
TAYLOR
Uh-BRACKETT
"Don't I know you from the Pippin tour?" The affirmative response
will be "I wish.”
TAYLOR
You've got to be kidding me.
BRACKETT
Know your place, Taylor. The boys downstairs spent a week crafting
this strategy, so keep your commentary to yourself. Once identities are
confirmed you will proceed with the audition and you'll need to go full
out.
TAYLOR
What are we doing in the audition?
BRACKETT
Unfortunately we don't have insight on that, but in this briefcase is the
complete Gershwin songbook along with some Rodgers and
Hammerstein, though from what we've observed you already have a
pretty strong hold on most things pre-Sondheim.
(MORE)
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BRACKETT (CONT'D)
(Beat)
I know it's not what you were expecting. But if there’s one thing I've
learned from my time at this agency it's to expect the unexpected.
TAYLOR
Yes, ma'am. Understood.
BRACKETT
Godspeed, Agent Taylor. We're all counting on you.
(Bracket exits. Tender music underscores)
NARRATOR (O.S)
Taylor spent the rest of the afternoon in a daze. While her classmates
packed their cargo and gushed over the opportunities awaiting them
after The Farm--WMD inspections in Moscow, drone surveillance in
Iran--Taylor couldn't help but feel disappointed by how quickly her
fate had changed and how scared she was of having to rekindle a
passion she had forced herself to repress.
She went on her standard 12 mile evening run, showered and steamed
alone in the now abandoned trainee locker room, cleared the fog off
the mirror and tried to see herself not as an agent, but as her new alias.
SONG: “A STAR”
TAYLOR
WHEN I LOOK IN THE MIRROR
WHAT DO I SEE?
IS THERE MORE TO THE LADY
STARING BACK AT ME?
NOT JUST A SECRET AGENT
NOT JUST A MATHEMATICAL PRODIGY WITH A PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORY
NOT JUST AN ELITE MARKSMAN WITH FIVE SEMESTERS OF EXPLOSIVES
TRAINING
NOT JUST A LINGUISTICS EXPERT WHO SPEAKS RUSSIAN AND FINNISH
AND PORTUGUESE, AND MANDARIN, AND SINHALESE AND XHOSA
COULD I SEE A
STAR
OF THE STAGE
ALL THE RAGE
IN VARIETY?
A STAR
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11.
WITH THE CHARM
TO DISARM
HIGH SOCIETY
WITH HER WIT AND PLUCK
TALENT AND GRACE
I’VE GOT THE GRIT
BUT, IS THIS THE FACE
OF A STAR
WHO HAS POISE
AND MAKES BOYS
AND GIRLS GO WEAK AT THE KNEE?
COULD THAT STAR
BE ME
I KNOW SEVENTEEN SILENT AND EFFICIENT WAYS
TO STRANGLE A MAN
I KNOW HOW BUILD A SHORT-WAVE RADIO
OUT OF A TWIG AND AN OLD RUSTY CAN
I KNOW HOW TO MAKE AN EFFECTIVE DISGUISE OUT OF EYE SHADOW,
CORN HUSKS, AND MAPLE TREE SAP
BUT COULD I ALSO KNOW HOW TO HIT MY MARK
BELT A HIGH C
AND TAP?
(She taps a little)
I CAN TAP!
LIKE A STAR
WHO'S GOT STYLE
AND A SMILE
THAT CAN LIGHT UP A ROOM
A STAR
WHO CAN SING
AND CAN SWING
HER WAY THROUGH THE GLOOM
YEAH, NO MORE HOLDING BACK
THIS PART OF ME
GONNA TAKE A CRACK
FIND MY LIGHT
AND BE
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A STAR
READY, SET
YEAH, YOU BETTER
RAISE THAT CURTAIN UP FAR
I’M STEPPING OUT
I’M MAKING HAY
GANGWAY WORLD
GET OUT OF MY WAY
‘CAUSE I'M A STAR!

SCENE TWO
The audition.
NARRATOR (O.S)
But even Taylor's unparalleled work ethic and natural knack for
karaoke could not prepare her for what would happen next. She
walked into that audition by snaking through the hallways rank with
dancer-types and vocal warm-ups. The scene brought back painful
memories of that conservatory summer back in high school. But now
was hardly the time for looking back. Taylor had to focus and scan the
room for the next step in her mission.
(Taylor approaches a woman fitting the description
of Agent Robinson)
TAYLOR
Um.
PEARL
Mm?
TAYLOR
“Don't I know you from the Pippin tour?”
PEARL
Ha. I wish.
TAYLOR
Excellent. I think we're paired together.
PEARL
Is that right?
TAYLOR
That's what they tell me.
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PEARL
The boys downstairs said they'd be sending somebody.
TAYLOR
That's me.
PEARL
Meh. I've been paired with worse. Nice to meet you.
TAYLOR
Taylor.
PEARL
(with a wink)
Pearl. Some line of work we've found ourselves in, huh Taylor?
TAYLOR
Ha. You're telling me.
PEARL
I mean, c'mon now. This? This is what we're doing?
TAYLOR
I know, I know.
PEARL
Years of training with the top dogs and now here we are, painted up
like a bunch of cheap toys. Humiliating, really. It's not my first time
out, I've had a career, a body of work. Sure, I've had to take some time
off, but I shouldn't be reduced to...eh, but what can you do. Work is
work, am I right?
TAYLOR
They call us up. We do their bidding.
PEARL
Exactly. And they forget, ya know what I'm saying? They forget what
it takes to just go forth. These management-types sit behind desks,
they don't go out and do what we do. They have no sense of the prep
work required-TAYLOR
I was singing in front of the mirror all night and morning!
PEARL
Exactly, it takes work. And we love it but goddamn one of these days
we need to be loved back!
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TAYLOR
...right.
PEARL
I don't mean to be an open wound but that's what happens to you in
this business. Doesn’t mean you don’t give it your best though. In it
to win it. We're here for one reason.
TAYLOR
Of course. I’ll follow your lead.
(The Casting Agent enters)
CASTING AGENT
Okay, ladies. Number 124 and Number 125. Let's do this. Been a
long day, don't make it longer for me. Come on in.
(Pearl begins some vocal warm ups as Taylor reaches for her
bag)
Leave your bags out here, please, ladies. Don't worry, you won't be in
there long.
(Taylor puts her bag down)
PEARL
Remember. Energy. Move your hips and shoulders so nobody
watches your feet.
TAYLOR
Thanks.
(They leave their bags and exit the stage. After a
moment, there is a vibration from Taylor's bag.
Lights up on Brackett over at HQ)
BRACKETT
Agent Taylor, come in Taylor. Goddamnit, pick up. This is Brackett
down at Headquarters. Bad report on Agent Robinson. She's been
detained in Bogotá, so will not be joining you today. Abort mission.
Repeat. Abort mission.
(Lights dim on Brackett and rise on the audition
room)
CASTING AGENT
Aight ladies. You know the drill, we're looking for a couple of gals
that can sell it and sell it quick. Smooth voices and smooth moves, so
let's see it.
(MORE)
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CASTING AGENT (CONT'D)
I've got to catch a crosstown bus for a cat jingle at 2pm, so don't hold
me up. We're doing “Cupcakes and Kisses” ‘aight? Cabaret classic.
Hope you know it, sheet music there if you don't. A one, a two, a onetwo-three-four.
(Piano music up. The ladies do their best)
SONG: “CUPCAKES & KISSES”
PEARL
DADDY LIKES HIS CUPCAKES
DADDY LIKES HIS KISSES
DADDY LIKES THEM AT THE SAME TIME
SO I'VE GOT THE OVEN HEATIN'
I'LL GIVE HIM SUCH A GREETIN'
BETTER BELIEVE THAT MAN'S MINE
(spoken)
Take it away, Taylor.
TAYLOR
(already off)
Eh...
DADDY LIKES HIS CUPCAKES
REALLY...LIKES THOSE...CUPCAKES
TIME IS...UM...KISSES ALSO...GOOD-CASTING AGENT
Yikes! That's enough, thanks. I can't take anymore of that.
TAYLOR
Wait. Sorry. I...had something in my eye. Could we take that back?
CASTING AGENT
No, I can't possibly relive that moment. That was horrible.
TAYLOR
Please, let me just keep going.
CASTING AGENT
Fine, but hurry it up. I'm not kidding about that cat jingle. A one, a
two, a one-two-three-four!
PEARL
I DON'T NEED A DIAMOND NECKLACE
OR FANCY SHOES ON MY FEET
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16.
TAYLOR
ALL I NEED IS A PAIR OF LIPS
AND A NINE-BY-THIRTEEN BAKING SHEET
PEARL
CUPCAKES ON THE TABLE
TAYLOR
KISSES IN THE PARLOR
TAYLOR AND PEARL
THAT'S HOW DADDY LIKES TO DINE
PEARL
AND I KNOW HOW TO TREAT ‘EM
TAYLOR
A PECK AND THEN A SWEET ‘UM
TAYLOR AND PEARL
THAT'S WHY THAT MAN IS MINE
TAYLOR
NOT YOURS!
TAYLOR AND PEARL
THAT MAN IS MINE!
CASTING AGENT
Okay, thanks. We'll let you know.
PEARL
But...we're not done.
CASTING AGENT
You had your chance. Good luck, ladies. You'll need it.
(Casting Agent starts to pack. Pearl and Taylor
share a look of uncertainty)
TAYLOR
It's my fault, I'm sorry. Let’s go. I shouldn’t have come here.
PEARL
We can’t quit.
TAYLOR
You heard her. She gave us a chance.
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PEARL
Chances aren’t given. They come from within.
TAYLOR
What?
PEARL
In it to win it, Taylor. In it to win it.
(Pearl decides to go full force. Taylor falls her lead.
They’ve reached a new level)
PEARL (CONT’D)
WHEN HE WORKS ‘TIL HALF-PAST SEVEN
TAYLOR
SWEATIN' THROUGH HIS IVORY SHIRT
PEARL
HE MIGHT COME HOME LATE FOR DINNER
TAYLOR
BUT YOU CAN BET HE ALWAYS GETS DESSERT
TAYLOR AND PEARL
‘CAUSE DADDY LIKES HIS CUPCAKES
DADDY LIKES HIS KISSES
DADDY LIKES ‘EM MORE THAN FINE
PEARL
SO I FILL HIS LIPS AND TUMMY
TAYLOR
BECAUSE I AIN'T NO DUMMY
PEARL
THAT'S WHY THAT MAN
TAYLOR
I MEAN, OF COURSE THAT MAN
TAYLOR AND PEARL
BETTER BELIEVE
THAT MAN IS MINE!
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CASTING AGENT
Wow. Ladies wow. Now that's something I can work with. You have
your own costumes?
PEARL & TAYLOR
Yes!
CASTING AGENT
And you're willing to fly to Monte Carlo for a private, confidential
party for a wealthy, nameless investor?
PEARL & TAYLOR
Yes!
CASTING AGENT
Well then heck! You've got the job!
PEARL
Oh really? Thank you! Thank you!
CASTING AGENT
Don't thank me. Thank the horrible life circumstances that put me in
this position. Now if you'll excuse me, I got a cat jingle to cast.
(Casting Agent exits. Pearl and Taylor transition
into the hallway)
PEARL
Oh! Goodness! Can you believe it? How about that? Huh? How
about that!
TAYLOR
Gosh, you saved us!
PEARL
Sometimes you just got to take action and turn things around. Dang
that felt good! I needed this. I really, really needed this. You have no
idea. It's been...it's been hard. Let's exchange numbers so we can set
up some rehearsal?
TAYLOR
Yeah. Sure. Let me get my phone so I can put in your number.
(Taylor plucks her phone from her bag and notices a
voicemail)
Hold on. Somebody called me
PEARL
Not another offer I hope!
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(Taylor listens to the message from Brackett)
PEARL (CONT’D)
You've really got good pipes, I know beginning can be a little
awkward, especially if you don't know the material. But you've got a
really nice vibrato.
TAYLOR
...thanks.
PEARL
So...number?
TAYLOR
Here...just...plug your phone number in. So, hey. Um. When you
said “the boys downstairs” you were literally talking about...
PEARL
Those guys doing the check-ins downstairs.
TAYLOR
Right. And when I said don’t I know you from the Pippin tour and
you said “I wish” that was like...what did you mean by that?
PEARL
Just that I frickin' love Pippin and would have literally stabbed a bitch
to be part of that. But I'm trying not to do that anymore. 18 months is
all the time I can afford to do. But the acoustics in state prison are just
out of sight.
(Beat)
I'll see ya. Partner.
SCENE THREE
CIA Headquarters. Brackett and Taylor pace in a
conference room while JONES, super nerdy, types
at a computer.
NARRATOR (O.S.)
Back at Headquarters, feedback on the audition was not positive.
BRACKETT
She's a convict? She did time? Like hard time?
TAYLOR
I...I think so. Jones, here's her phone number. Can you run
something?
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JONES
Like a terra-scrape? I think I can handle that.
BRACKETT
Dammit, Taylor. Some mess you got ourselves in.
TAYLOR
To be frank, a better identification protocol could have prevented all of
this. She gave the correct response.
BRACKETT
Do you know how statistically unlikely it is for someone to say they
wish they were in the Pippin tour? Besides, didn't I tell you to always
keep a device on you?
TAYLOR
They said no cell phones in the room.
BRACKETT
From now on you wear this radio watch. Understood?
TAYLOR
Yes, ma'm.
BRACKETT
We need to get ahold of you so you don't go embarking on aborted
missions.
TAYLOR
I apologize I didn't receive your communications, but am confident
there are still viable solutions to meet the demands of the mission.
BRACKETT
Fat chance, Taylor. The boys downstairs already ran the numbers.
There's no hope.
TAYLOR
When will Agent Robinson be returning from Bogotá?
(Beat)
BRACKETT
She won't be. Her mission did not go as planned. Killed in action.
Terrible loss for this country. Sad thing is this goddamn country won't
even know.
TAYLOR
I'm sorry to hear that.
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BRACKETT
Well, if anyone asks, you didn't hear that. Even we have to disavow
any knowledge of her existence. Can't even retrieve her body from
that Latin ravine.
TAYLOR
Understood.
JONES
Oh, dear God. I think I found Pearl.
(They gather around the computer)
BRACKETT
What's the story?
JONES
This is her?
TAYLOR
Yeah, that's her.
JONES
Golly. Her profile has more flags than a pirate ship. Multiple arrests,
petty charges, and most recently, seems like she stabbed a waiter in
the face with a fork.
TAYLOR
There must be a mistake.
JONES
Look, somebody took a cell phone video of it.
(They watch the video--Pearl laughing wildly
while a waiter yells “my face!”)
TAYLOR
Okay so...she did stab a waiter.
BRACKETT
(after a good laugh)
I've seen a lot of things in my day, Taylor, most of which I've had to
keep classified. But this one I'm going to spread like butter at the next
agency happy hour.
TAYLOR
Oh, please don't Deputy Director Brackett.
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BRACKETT
Oh, I'm telling the world! Jones, send me a copy of that video, would
you?
JONES
Just sent.
TAYLOR
Please, Deputy Director. It could jeopardize the mission.
BRACKETT
I don't see how. Considering that there is no mission. Which is a damn
shame. This was the best crack we've had at Mario in years. I guess
we'll just keep meth moving around the globe, letting hundreds of
underaged users OD while their low-level dealers get shot in the
streets. At least they'll enjoy the high.
TAYLOR
Look, I know this might sound crazy-BRACKETT
Don't even say it, rookie. Forget the mission. Impossible.
TAYLOR
All she has to do is sing. And believe it or not...she's pretty good.
Look, she was Reno in Anything Goes.
BRACKETT
Yeah. In prison, Taylor. In state frickin' prison.
TAYLOR
If she sings...I can do the rest. I know I can.
BRACKETT
Did you listen to that iPod shuffle all the way through?
TAYLOR
Yes.
BRACKETT
So you know what's required of you once you're inside.
TAYLOR
Yes.
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BRACKETT
And what if your cover gets blown? In the middle of the Mario
birthday celebration? You'll be dead on the spot. You know what they
do to folks like us?
TAYLOR
I won't let that happen. I'm good at what I do. It won't come to that.
BRACKETT
You know who just told me something similar? Agent Robinson. And
now her dead body is decomposing in a Latin ravine with a harpoon
in her neck.
TAYLOR
I-BRACKETT
We all need backup, Taylor. None of us fly solo. Especially rookies.
Your mission has been terminated. Understood?
TAYLOR
...fine.
BRACKETT
Excuse me?
TAYLOR
Yes, ma'am. Understood.
JONES
Deputy Director Brackett. I have intel that there are bagels en route to
the situation room.
BRACKETT
Pumpernickel?
JONES
Affirmative.
BRACKETT
I have to go now. But you call that convict up and tell her it's all off.
That's an order.
TAYLOR
Yes, ma'am. Right away, ma'am.
BRACKETT
Come Jones. Let's liaise ourselves some cream cheese.
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(They exit. A tender theme underscore. Taylor
reluctantly takes out her phone and dials. Lights up
on Pearl, at home)
PEARL
Miss me already?
TAYLOR
Ha. How are you?
PEARL
“Daddy likes his cupcakes....”
TAYLOR
Ha. Yeah.
PEARL
I’m still high from that. Big win, Taylor. Big win for our team.
TAYLOR
Yeah. About that-PEARL
(Calling off)
Shh! I’m on the phone, mom. It’s my scene partner. I told you. I got
cast. I know! I know. She’s great.
(Back to Taylor)
Sorry. I told her I got cast in a show. Stretching the truth a little, I
know, but it made her happy. She’s been a little sad since the accident.
Still getting used to her chair.
TAYLOR
Oh. She’s in -PEARL
Yeah, a wheelchair kind of thing. It's sort of neat. I tried it out, but the
joystick is a little broken. Won't turn left, so she has to make sure
everything is to the right of her.
TAYLOR
Oh. Wow.
PEARL
I was thinking I may be able to upgrade her to something fancy that
can turn both right and left. Once we get our gig money.
TAYLOR
Yeah, that'd be nice. Say, speaking of...
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PEARL
(calling off)
No, I'll get it mom. No, don't reach for it! Augh, she fell out of her
chair reaching for the remote. Hold on. Mom, I told you not to...
(Trails off. Taylor waits. Pearl returns)
Ugh, she just doesn't listen sometimes. What were you saying? About
the gig?
TAYLOR
Yeah. Listen. About the gig-PEARL
(calling off)
No, mom. She can’t come here. Where’s she going to sit? On the
laundry pile?
(Back to Taylor)
She’s just excited. Sad she can’t come. Your parents see a lot of your
stuff?
TAYLOR
It’s um...been awhile.
PEARL
But they’re supportive? Of your career?
TAYLOR
My career? It’s...complicated.
PEARL
Sure. They worry about the uncertainty, right?
TAYLOR
Yeah. You could say that.
PEARL
But what else would you do? I can’t do anything else. This is it. For
better or worse, this is my life. In it to win it.
TAYLOR
(after a moment)
Yeah. Yeah, you’re right.
PEARL
So what did you want to tell me about the gig?
TAYLOR
I uh...found a good rehearsal space for us.
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